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General Instructions to the Candidate : 

1.  This Question Paper consists of 62 objective and subjective types of 

questions. 

2.  This question paper has been sealed by reverse jacket. You have to cut on 

the right side to open the paper at the time of commencement of the 

examination. Check whether all the pages of the question paper are intact. 

3. Follow the instructions given against both the objective and subjective 

types of questions. 

4.  Figures in the right hand margin indicate maximum marks for the 

questions. 

5. The maximum time to answer the paper is given at the top of the question 

paper. It includes 15 minutes for reading the question paper. 
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Instructions : 

i) This question paper contains three parts. 

ii) Part-A — Prose, Poetry and Supplementary Reading ( Non-detail ). 

iii) Part-B — Grammar and Vocabulary. 

iv) Part-C — Composition and Comprehension. 

 
 

PART - A 
( Prose, Poetry and Supplementary Reading ) 

I. Answer the following questions in a sentence each : 4 × 1 = 4 

1. Why did the idle man ask the girl of the silent torrent to give one of her 
pitchers ? 

2. The writer refers to the catchy phrase “Shop till you drop” in an 
advertisement. What do you think is the meaning of the phrase ? 

3. When was the male sarus crane shot ? 

4. How did the hunters pick up the dead sarus crane ? 

II. Answer the following questions in two sentences each : 18 × 2 = 36 

5. Why did the aerial messenger say, “I brought a wrong man into this 
Paradise” ? 

6. What did Anne Frank record in her diary ? 

7. What are the advertisers and marketing professionals working hard at ? 

8. How does the playwright bring out Pierre’s nervousness when he presents 
himself as the messenger to carry the eel pie ? 

9. What qualities do you admire in Lochinvar ? 

10. How did Dronacharya bless Buttoo ? 

11. Why was Arjuna’s mind wavering when Lord Krishna asked him to slay 
Karna ? 

12. What horrid response did the Cyclop give to Ulysses’ request for hospitality ? 

13. What does the writer compare water in a landscape to ? Why ? 

14. The gifts bought by Della and Jim were not useful. Why ? 

15. “Louis Pasteur was not a soldier, but he was a fighter.” What does the 
statement mean ? 

16. What qualities of David Webster does Gandhiji mention ? 

17. What did the narrator infer when the girl was startled by his voice ? Why ? 
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18. What makes Pierre say that the eels “give themselves up to Gaultier” ? What 
does it tell you about the baker ? 

19. Why does the father want the teacher to give him quiet time ? 

20. Who stole into the speaker’s garden ? What happened to him ? 

21. Why does the boy turn back his boat ? 

22. What made the poet say that his mother would not recognise him ? 

III. Answer the following questions in four to five sentences each : 5 × 3 = 15 

23. What does the writer say about the rain-fed tanks ? 

24. At the opening ceremony of Pasteur Institute in Paris, Louis Pasteur talked 
about the opposing laws. Which are the laws ? Which one did he favour ? 

25. How do nature and hunters disturb the stones on the wall ? 

26. How does John Masefield describe his mother’s suffering ? 

27. Why was Captain Smollet unhappy ? How did the squire console him ? 

IV. Explain with reference to the context : 5 × 3 = 15 

28. “You’ll have to look at the time a hundred times a day now.” 

29. “I’m not as attractive a travelling companion as the one who just left.” 

30. “What shall I, a poor man do ?” 

31. “In me thou see’st the twilight of such day  

 As after sunset fadeth in the west ;” 

32. “Wait a moment ! I shall come with you.” 

V. Answer the following questions in six to eight sentences each : 4 × 4 = 16 

33. Gandhiji says, “For an act to be moral it has to be free from fear and 
compulsion.” Give three instances to illustrate his point of view. 

OR 

 What are the causes of soil erosion and what are the methods of prevention 
as suggested by Sir C. V. Raman ? 

34. “The ball hit by the Sexton flashed like a thunderbolt.” Describe the scene 
where the fielders tried their hands to catch it. 

OR 

 Narrate the instances to show how the narrator tried his best to prove to the 
girl that he was normal sighted. 

35. List the values that the poet father wants his son to learn that would help 
him to deal with the society in a better way. 

OR 

 What ideas of spirituality emerge from the study of the poem ‘Vachana’ ? 
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36. To Wordsworth nature was a living presence. Pick out any five details from 
the poem to support this. 

OR 
 How does the poet bring out the agony and desperation of the female crane 

in the poem ? 

VI. Quote from memory : 4 

37. And I water’d .............................................................. 

 ................................................................................... 

 ................................................................................... 

 ......................................................................... wiles. 

OR 

 ‘I long ........................................................................ 

 ................................................................................... 

 ................................................................................... 

 .................................................................. cup of wine.’ 

PART - B 
( Grammar and Vocabulary ) 

VII. Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions / incomplete 
statements. Only one of them is correct or most appropriate. Choose the correct 
alternative and write the complete answer along with its letter of alphabet : 

   10 × 1 = 10 

38. Mr. Ramesh is .................. authority in ...................... subject. 

 The appropriate articles to be filled in the blanks are 

 (A) a,  a (B) a,  an 

 (C) an,  the (D) the,  a. 

39. It’s crowded today, ...................  

 The appropriate question tag to be used here is 

 (A) doesn’t it ? (B) isn’t it ? 

 (C) hasn’t it ? (D) is it ? 

40. The iron rails ....................... in summer and contract in winter. 

 Complete the sentence with the suitable antonym of the word underlined. 

 (A) broaden (B) extend 

 (C) expand (D) widen. 
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41. Reaching the top of the mountain, we .............. energy left for the descent. 

 The appropriate verb form to be used in the blank is  

 (A) had hardly any (B) hadn’t hardly any 

 (C) had hardly no (D) hadn’t hardly no. 

42. His essays are .................... to read. 

 The correct form of the word to be used here is 

 (A) delightfully (B) delighted 

 (C) delight (D) delightful. 

43. Sachin Tendulkar is one of the most popular cricketers. 

 The comparative degree of the sentence is 

 (A) Sachin Tendulkar is more popular than most other cricketers. 

 (B) Sachin Tendulkar is the most popular cricketer. 

 (C) Very few cricketers are as popular as Sachin Tendulkar. 

 (D) Sachin Tendulkar is more popular than any other cricketer. 

44. This is an idea I entirely agree ...................... . 

 The appropriate preposition in the blank is  

 (A) for (B) with 

 (C) on (D) of. 

45. “The wheels took up their song, the carriage groaned.” 

 The figure of speech used here is  

 (A) synecdoche (B) alliteration 

 (C) metaphor (D) personification. 

46. Growing up means .................... getting larger ..................... using our 
senses and brains to become more and more aware of the things around us. 

 The appropriate conjunctions to be filled in the blanks are 

 (A) neither ...... nor (B) either ............ or 

 (C) not only ..... but also (D) so ......... that. 

47. After a long chase by the police, the thief ................. . 

 The appropriate phrase to be used in the blank is  

 (A) gave in (B) gave off 

 (C) gave out (D) gave away. 
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VIII. Observe the relationship in the first pair of words and complete the second pair 

accordingly in the following : 4 × 1 = 4 

48. sustain : maintain :: imbibe : .......................... . 

49. blue : blew :: bare : ........................... . 

50. qualify : disqualify :: responsible : ........................... . 

51. strength : strong :: mystery : ....................... . 

IX. Rewrite as directed : 

52. Combine the following simple sentences into a complex sentence and a 

compound sentence : 2 

 He was kind in private life. He was severe in public life. 

53. Combine the following sentences using (a) too ..... to  and  (b) so .... that : 2 

 The child is very small. She cannot climb the stairs. 

54. Change the sentence into passive voice : 1 

 You have committed a mistake. 

55. Change into reported speech : 1 

 “Krishna, what will I do without you ?” said Balarama. 

 

PART - C 

( Composition and Comprehension ) 

X. 56. Imagine you are Punith / Parineetha studying in Government High School, 
Udupi. 

  Write a letter to the local Electricity Board to reduce the power-cuts during 
evenings stating reasons. 5 

OR 

  Write a letter to your elder brother / sister thanking him / her for preparing 
you for the inter-state debate competition in which you won the first prize. 

XI. 57. Write an essay ( in about 15-20 sentences ) on any one of the following 
topics : 1 × 5 = 5 

 a) Role of an Ideal Citizen. 

 b) Save water — save life. 

 c) Indian farmer today. 
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XII. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow : 

   5 × 1 = 5 

 It is everyone’s desire to have a personality that is appreciated by all. Personality 

is the combination of physical, emotional, spiritual and psychological aspects in a 

person. If you wish to enhance your personality, start by respecting yourself and 

believing in your ability to win respect from others. Have a positive attitude. In 

your interaction with others be polite and gentle, doing good to them and for them 

as far as possible. Give importance to words. Speak only when it is required and 

is of utmost necessity. What you say has tremendous power .... it can hurt, it can 

heal, it can charm or it can harm. A kind word can support a person, motivate 

him and make him feel good. Be devoted and committed to your work. 

 Remember you are always a learner even when you have climbed up the ladder of 

position and success. The higher you reach the more humble you should be. The 

meaning of life is to grow, but grow with changes for the better. Your personality 

shows when you have a positive outlook, the right communication, a commitment 

to work, the will to serve others and humble acceptance of success. 

 Questions : 

58. What aspects are included in a personality ? 

59. What is the first step to enhance your personality ? 

60. How do kind words impact others ? 

61. Pick out a pair of words that mean opposite to each other. 

62. Mention the traits that exhibit your personality. 
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